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I. INTRODUCTION 

Neutral beam injection has proven to be a very successful heating method 
in present-day tokamaks. However, for machines of the new generation such as 

n TFTR, JET and JT60, the product nd increases markedly and beam penetration 
; 

; becomes a serious problem. The possibility of overcoming this difficulty by 
•means of RF heating and the promising results obtained v/ith these methods hùve 
'strongly increased the interest of research in this domain. i 

Along these lines, a large part of the experimental program of the 
Grenoble laboratory has been devoted for several years to the study of heating 
at the lower hybrid frequency, first on the WEGA experiment, (a cooperative 
experiment with IPP GARCHING) and, more recently, also on the PETULA device. 
In particular, at HF heating power of the order of the ohmic heating power, 
significant ion heating (increase of ion temperature by 100 %) and electron 
heating (electron temperature increase by 60 %) have been observed on the WEGA 
device and published in 1976 and 1978 [1]. During the same period, similar 
results were observed on ATC [2], FT 1 [31,and JFT 2 [Hand, more recently, 
on OIPP II [51, and ALCATOR A [6], Nevertheless, despite the increasing number 
iof experimental results, detailed investigations of the power balance during 
; the I IF heating pulse have remained scarce. Consequently, several important 

i 
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[questions such as the identification of the heating mechanism, the origin of i . . | 
"the observed fast ion tail and the often observed density increase during the 

i HF remain to be investigated. Based on the power balance carried out in WEGA, 
i 
t 

a first attempt at an explanation of these various effects was carried out 
in [7]. A summary of this work constitutes the first part of this paper. j 

Another very important aspect of lower hybrid heating consists in the , 
possibility of coupling the lower hybrid wave to the plasma by means of a ; 

' ! 
t 

iphdsed waveguide array, the "grill" [8]. This coupling structure, studied in 
i ; 

jdetail f i r s t by BRAMBILLA [9 ] , and subsequently by other authors [10], has 

(been used successfully in various experiments [11], [12] and seems to represent 

ja satisfactory solution to the coupling problem up to reactor parameters [13]. 
i i 

J In order to confirm the advantages of the grill structure up to the power 
(density levels necessary in the future, specific experiments have been carried 
I out in the PETULA device. Several results obtained there are presented in the 
; second part of this paper. , 
! i 

i 
In the final section the directions of present research necessary in I order to ensure applicability to large machines are briefly discussed. ; 

II . SUGGESTED HEATING MECHANISMS FOR THE MEGA POWER BALANCE [7] 
A. ION POWER BALANCE 

1. Power absorbed by the ions 
The ion power balance in the centre of the plasma which v/as established ' 

in ref [1] is replotted in Fig.l. Under these conditions, the HF pulse is 
1 

characterized by P H F = 130 KW, t = 10 msec, f = 500 MHz. The wave was coupled 
to the plasma by means of two loops situated in the equatorial plane. The ; 

13 . 3 

plasma parameters befor the HF pulse: I = 50 kA, B, = 14 kG,n e Q = 2.2 10 cm , 
T i 0 = 130 eV, T e o = 500 eV, Z f i f f • 2.2. i 
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Under these conditions, the linear turning point is near the center of the 

[plasma. At the beginning and at the end of the HF pulse (which is turned on 
I ; 
iand off rapidly), the power density absorbed by the ions on the plasma axis is : 

given directly by the change in the time derivative of the ion energy density 
A It W^ n'o Tio^' D u r ™ 9 t n e H F pulse, the absorbed power is calculated 

i 
assuming the losses follow neoclassical plateau regime scaling. As shown in | 

i ! 
Fig. 1, the absorbed power density P Hp increases during the entire HF pulse and 
attains at the end of the HF a value of the order of 0.3 W/cm 3. However, during 

i 
the same time interval, the density also increases continuously. On Fig.2, the 

I 
same data are replotted as a function of the instantaneous density and seem 
to increase with this parameter. 

2. FAST IONS 

The energy distribution of fast ions, measured in e direction almost 
perpendicular to the magnetic field, is shov/n in Fig. 3. This curve shows 
clearly, as in all lower hybrid heating experiments, the formation of a fast 
ion tail in the perpendicular direction, whose distribution is roughly 
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fig. 3 fig. 4 

Maxwellian and whose mean energy is, for this case , 1.5 keV. Unfortunately, 
jtwo important points related to this fast ion population, namely their radial 
•distribution and the total energy stored in this population, are very difficult 
•to evaluate experimentally with reasonable precision. Nevertheless, from the 
orbit calculations carried out in [7], it seems clear that, for the low plasma 
currents of WEGA device at the time, the observed fast ion population was very 

poorly confined. As indicated in Fig.3, the percentage n of fast ions created 
with perpendicular energy of 1,5 keV which were confined decreases rapidly 
with increasing radius of the creation point. Consequently, even if the ions 
are produced in the central part of the discharge, as observed on JFT 2 and 
FT1 (radial analysis), ALCATOR (neutron behaviour) a significant fraction 
(40 % at r/a =0.5 and 70 % at r/a = 0.7) may reach the limiter and thereby 
decrease the efficiency of bulk heating and contribute to the density increase. 

3. TENTATIVE INTERPRETATION 

The observation of fast ions perpendicular to the magnetic field and the 
dependence of the absorbed HF power on the density has oriented the interpreta
tion of the experimental results toward stochastic ion heating [14] [15] with 
subsequent transfer to the bulk ions by collisions. It has been shown by KARNEY 
[!'*] that, provided the radial electric field of the wave is larger than a 
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the nonlinear resonant interaction between the cyclotron motion of the ions and 
the wave leads to stochastic heating of the ions. This tends to create a \ 

| 
plateau in the perpendicular ion velocity distr ibution function. In the l imi t ; 

! 
of few collisions, which is usually applicable, the "temperature" of the fast 

i 
i 

jions may be written j 

Ijh 1 , K E o Y J L ' 
T i ! *i * i v « 

'phi 
'Ti 

(2) 

iwhere EJs the electric field of the wave in th3 plasma and is maximum at the o r 

jlinear turning point of the wave. Here, the perpendicular phase velocity is 
given by 

_ < v5 w 
"k̂ iv" Te 

fT 1 *1 
e V 

T< J 
I i J 

1/2 
(3) 

Using this expression, (2) may by rewritten, at the linear turning point, as 

Tih 1 + 6 (10) 26 AZ A6 E 0
2 fA " 2 

(4) 
n. 2 N,, 3/ 2^ 1'-

Here E Q is in KV/ c m, T 1 in eV, n i in cm 3, and y is the 
fraction of the time spent by the particle in the region of nonlinear 
interaction with the wave, expressed as a function of the toroidal width AZ and 
the poloidal height AO of the wave. A first experimental verification of this 
relation may be deduced from Fig. 4, in which the mean energy of the fast ions 
observed in different experiments (FT, WEGA, JFT 2 , ATC, PETULA) has been 
plotted as a function of the HF power. In all these experiments the turning 
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•point was close to the plasma center. The correlation between these various • 
|experimental values is good, and therefore confirms the linear dependence o* 
! . I 
the fest ion mean energy T.. on E* and therefore on HF power. Furthermore» a ! 
quantitative comparison of the experimental values with the theoretical values 
of the mean energy given by Eq. 4 has been carried out assuming AZ ec,'ial to the 
width of the coupler and AO equal tj v/4. The values are given in the table 
i ! 

'below. The comparison shows that, despite the uncertainty in the localization 
iof the wave, qualitative agreement between experiment and the prediction of 
iEq. 4 is achieved, taking E to be the field at the launcher. ' 

EXPERIMENTS WEGA WEGA ATC JFT 2 FT 1 PETULA PETULA 

T.i computed 0.9 1.5 1.6 1.1 0.5 5.4 4 

T.. measured ih 1.35 2.4 2.3 1.5 1.4 3 5.9 

T.L meas. in 0.67 0.63 0.70 0.73 0.36 1.8 0.68 T i h comp. 0.67 0.63 0.70 0.73 0.36 1.8 0.68 

Under stochastic heating conditions, KARNEY has given the following 
expression for the power that may be coupled to the ions (provided that the 
tot^l HF power is large enough) 

PJ,F = 7 ( 1 0 f 2 5 
M 

1 2 . (5) A ^ T i 'A 1 M 

Here, a is the ratio of the upper phase velocity v . « to the lower phase j 

velocity v h , , which form the limits of the plateau in the energy distribution 

function, Bî  is the ratio v

Dhli/ vTi* ^ ^ e ^ n e a r t u r r ) i n 9 point, this 

expression may be written using Eq.3 
6.26 

N// V2 T. V* (KeV) 
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jFig.5 shows the experimental power density absorbed by the ions as a function 
i 

J of the power calculated from Eq. 5, taking a value of a^ of Z. For &±. = 3.5, 
|corresponding to a parallel wavenumber of 7, the agreement between the curves 
is very good. This value of N ; /seems to be compatible with the calculation of 
the radiated power spectrum of the two-loop structure, if we recall that this 
quantity represents the highest N„at which significant power is radiated, and 
not the N„at which the spectrum has its maximum. 

fig. 5 
40 ms 

B. ELECTRON POWER BALANCE 
1. POWER ABSORBED BY THE ELECTRONS 
Fig.6 shows the temporal evolution of the power density absorbed by 

the electrons up to the appearance at 48 msec of sawtooth oscillations corres
ponding to q = 1 on the axis. As was the case for the ions, the absorbed power 
at the beginning of the HF pulse is determined by the change in the time 

1 neo Teo 
\ , whereas subsequent points derivative of the electron energy density 

in time are determined using the loss scaling of DAUGHNEY [16]. The power P^. 
absorbed by the electrons at the beginning of the HF pulse varies very strongly 
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with he initial elect.on temperature just before the HF, as shown in Fig.7, 
in v ich the results of different series are represented. It is noted that the I 
various points in this figure correspond also to different starting electron : 

j 
densities. The power absorbed by the electrons attains of the order of 1.5 w/cml 

i 
When the HF power absorbed is normalized to the square of the initial electron , 
density, the dependence of this quantity plotted in Fig.8 on the electron 
temperature is even stronger. 

II . TENTATIVE INTERPRETATION 

The absorption of the lower hybrid wave by electron Landau damping has 
been studied in detail by FISCH [17] and KARNEY and FISCH [181. In particular, 
in [17] FISCH has given an expression for the power absorbed by the electrons : 

P* = 3.8(10)' 2 3 ~ — L». « exp f- & nr J i/2 e o 
e v 

(6) 

VDhl N//2 ' 
In this expression, a = ~^~ = —~ characterizes the width of the plateau of V V « n h l ! 
the parallel electron velocity distribution function and B / / o - -^— is the 

/ / G vTe ! 
ratio of the wave phase velocity to the electron thermal velocity at the 

i 
highest N„ excited by the structure. Using this relation and the measured 
values of n e Q and T g 0 , the quantity P^p/n 2 has been calculated and plotted in 
Fig.£. The very strong dependence of PJL/ n 2 on the electron temperature over 
several orders of magnitude of the former quantity is in reasonably good I 
agreement with the theoretical prediction for a value of the highest excited N„ i of 8. This value is very close to the value found for the ions above, showing 

1 

that both ion and electron heating, in the framework of the two theories used, 
can be attributed to the same spectrum, keeping in mind the large experimental 
(absorbed power measurement) and theoretical (power spectrum of two-loop 
structure) uncertainties. 
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I f ig . 7 f i g . 8 
' i l l . GRILL STUDIES ON PETULA AT HIGH HF POWER DENSITY 
; • . . . - - . . , , 

I 
\ The attractiveness of the grill structure to couple lov/er hybrid waves at 
l ! 
high power resides in its simplicity, permitting modification of the power , 
[spectrum transmitted to the plasma by changing phase, amplitude, dimensions and 
i t 
i 

inuniber of waveguides of the structure. Because of its attractiveness, the grill _ 
!has been extensively studied theoretically. 

i 

In the framework of the linear theory used in these references,jt has been 
fcund that the reflection coefficients of the waveguides constituting the grill 
depend essentially on the density gradient of the edge plasma at the mouth of 
the grill and on the phase of the waveguides relative to one another. However, 

i 

at the power densities to be us( , in large tokamaks such as JET and INTOR, j 
5 kW/cm2, the wave energy at the mouth of the grill is much larger than the 
kinetic energy density of the edge plasma. Hence, nonlinear effects may lead to 

i 

significant modifications of the transmission properties of the structure. To 
I 
i 

study these effects, experiments at high pov/er density have been undertaken on 
I ! 
iPETULA usinga2-waveguide g r i l l . The frequency is 1250 MHz and the g r i l l 
^aperture dimensions are .twotimes 1.8 _x .11 cm. Such.a 2-waveguide g r i l l is not 
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jwell adapted to studies of heating efficiency since a large part of the 
radiated power is in the inaccessible region of the spectrum (1 < H„<H„ ) 
and therefore does not penetrate to the plasma center. On the other hand the 
jlinear theory of BRAMBILLA has shown that the reflection coefficients as a 
j 

: function of the density gradient and their minimum value are similar for a two-

and a four-waveguide g r i l l : in Fig. 9, the reflection coefficient is shov/n as 
! 1 
I 

a function of the HF power for phase differences between the waveguides of 
; i 

0, IT/2, - ir/2 and ir. The reflection coefficient is seen to be smallest for a 
phase difference of ir,as predicted by the linear theory, but its value increases 
with HF power, and then approaches the value measured for phase 0. This might 
be explained by the influence of nonlinear effects such as the ponderomotive 
force VE 2, which is independent of the phase [19], j Rtfl*ction 
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The experimental reflection coefficient as a function of position, Fig.10, 
shows a minimum, as does the theoretical coefficient as a function of density 
gradient. Since this latter quantity was not measured, the quantitative 
! correspondence betv/een position and density gradient could not be established. 
! The importance of the edge plasma for the reflection coefficient is confirmed 
'by the fact that it varies relatively little when the characteristics of the 
j 
i central plasma are varied. As shown in Fig.11 it chnnoes strongly when 

http://Pi.i-.rn
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At the largest applied power, 500 kW, corresponding to a power density of 
10 kW/cm2, the reflection coefficient is 10 %. Another important point which 
has been investigated in the course of these experiments is the influence of 
the boundary conditions beside the grill [21]. In PFJULA, the grill is mounted 
inside a rectangular port, with a space between the edge of the grill and the 
port wall similar to the waveguide width and several vacuum wavelengths deep. 
For this case (Case A, Fig.12) the space acts as a passive waveguide [20] and 
i 
'therefore strongly.influences the coupling. In fact, the vacuum reflection 
'coefficient measured in the absence of plasma becomes yery high and independent 
| of the phase. Conversely, once the space is covered by a metal sheet at the 
I ; 
I ; 

! grill mouth (Case B, Fig.12), the vacuum reflection coefficient once again 
i 

[becomes low at phase 0 and maximum at phase v. Al l the reflexion coefficients 
are measured between the generator and Ir is , adjusted to minize vacuum 
reflection at phase 0. j 
IV . DISCUSSION | 

From the power balance carried out on WEGA, the stochastic heating model 

! of KARNEY and the electron Landau damping model of FISCH appear to be in ; 

qualitative agreement with the experiment. The quantitative agreement is not 

yet conclusive and should be confirmed by the coming experiments. Furthermore, 
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the PETULA experiments have shown that very high power densities, 10 kW/cm , 
may be transmitted at low reflection coefficients. Nevertheless, the main 
drawback of these experiments has been that the coupling structures used, two 

t | 

lloops or two-waveguide grill, excite a spectrum of parallel wavenumbers having 
! ; 
la very poor definition, a large fraction of the power being inaccessible. [ 
i j 

To confirm the validity of the theoretical models discussed above and to 
j 

increase the heating efficiency, it appears indispensable to optimise the 
t i 

'spectrum excited by the grill structure in order to maximize the HF power 
coupled to the ions and electrons while minimizing the power not penetrating 
into the plasma center. An adjustable spectrum satisfying these conditions may 
be obtained using a multiwaveguide grill structure. H. PACHER has recently 
sho'-n [10], using a theoretical model simplified from that of BRAMBILLA by 
neglect of the higher evanescent modes, that a grill of 8, 12, or 16 waveguides 
may be optimized by modulating the amplitude and phase of the various waveguides, 
without significant increase in fields and reflection coefficients above the 
i 
4-waveguide grill. An example of a transmitted power spectrum of a 12-waveguide 

t 

'grill at 800 MHz for the WEGA experiment is shown in Fig.13. This grill is 
i 

'capable of producing a standing wave at N,, = 3.3 to heat the ions, a standing 
I ' • ! 

V5 
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wave at N,, = 5.6 to heat the electrons, and any N,. between these two in 7/ 
j travel ling-v/ave mode to study one-sided electron Landau damping and current 

(production. 

This f l ex ib i l i t y in the radiated power spectrum appears not only necessary 

ifor the study of the physics of lower hybrid electron and ion heating, but also 
I ! 

indispensable for application to large machines. In fact, the diagram of heating 

jand accessibility conditions in n - T space, for the case of INT0R[22] f=2 GHz, 
! ! 
Fig. 14, shows the ion heating, electron heating (E.L.D.) and inaccessible 

! I 
'region (dashed). In order to go from the initial ohmically heated plasma to 
j i 
;the optimum final parameters t$„, v for example), a variable power spectrum could , max 
| i 
be helpful. j 
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